“What Gamers Are Saying...”

“I could be happy to play no other board game... The game is just great fun to play. The varied terrain, the die-rolling, the different ways to play, the interesting strategic choices, keep Bin’Fa fresh, original and entertaining. The new edition of Bin’Fa is absolutely beautiful. Most importantly Bin’Fa’s gameplay is first rate... this game will blow you away”

The Games Journal, Mitchell Thomashow

“Invariably exciting and pleasurable... One of the best strategy board games on the market to date. It’s an engrossing game of wits that’s exciting, limitless, and sophisticated yet minimal with a style that’s unpretentious... a game that vacillates between moments of absorbed contemplation, frantic action, and jaw-dropping disbelief... Bin’Fa is enrapturing... Without a doubt Bin’Fa is a must to own”

5 star Wargamer Award for Excellence
The Wargamer, J. Lloyd

Bin’Fa: The Tao of War

Bin’Fa: The Tao of War. A game for 2-6 players with a play-time of twenty minutes to two hours. A player controls at least one but can control up to three armies per game. The recommended age is 12+ years. In Bin’Fa, the armies move over a landscape that is different each game. You can use the board sections to create inlets, peninsulas, isthmuses, lakes, and more. Adding vortex and terrain markers allows you even more control over the layout of the game board and how it will be traversed. Your ability to take advantage of the layout of the battlefield is crucial to victory and defeat.

Age: 12+, Players: 2-6, Play Time: 20 minutes - 2 hours

#0001, $37.95

New Edition Now Including these additional game components

Bin’Fa Enhancement Set:
The Bin’Fa upgrade enhancement set transforms the aesthetics of your game play and is included in every game box.

Each set includes: 6 Mountain Terrain Markers, 6 Vortex Triangles, 6 Sets of Army Marker Emblems, 1 Weather Die.

Army Maker Decals
Terrain Markers
Vortex Markers

Distributed by: Golden Distribution & Southern Hobby

Proud Member of:

- played by Game Heralds in your store!
FB: www.facebook.com/binfathetaoowar
Twitter: @binfagame
Visit: YouTube.com/Bin’Fa The Tao Of War for game demos, reviews and videos
www.bin-fa.com